Getting the Best Food for Less
Developed by Abdul Salwe, Amanda Stephen, and Claudia Byrne

Anchor:
How do you get the most
for your money when
grocery shopping?

Supplies Needed:

Add:

Apply:

-Grocery store ads

Write down the
suggestions the
participants have.
Discuss. Show the
grocery store ads and
discuss the difference
between name brand
and store brand goods.
Use the calculator if
necessary to see the
difference in price.

Then show them the
cards with different
shopping tips on them.
Ask them to identify
whether each tip is a
“Do” or a “Don’t.” Have
them open the card to
reveal the answer and
reasoning to them.

-Do and Don’t cards,
laminated if possible
(directions included in
lesson)

-Calculator

Introduction:

Hello my name
is_________. I work for
the Ohio State University
Extension _______
County with the Expanded
Food and Nutrition
Education Program
(EFNEP). I would like to
take some time to share
with you one of the
activities that we use
during our program so that
you know what to expect
from the classes.

Away:
Ask how they might save
money at the grocery
store this week by
following the “do” and
“don’t” suggestions.

Closing:
“I hope you have enjoyed this
short presentation. The EFNEP
program is offered as a series
of lessons for limited income
parents, grandparents and
caregivers of children under
the age of 18.” Share that
during the eight lessons we will
discuss MyPyramid, food
safety, food shopping and the
importance of physical activity.
Each participant will receive a
variety of incentives for
participating in the program
including measuring spoons,
measuring cups, a recipe book,
a physical activity book and
other items. Each participant
who completes the series will
receive a certificate of
completion from OSU
Extension. Have an information
sheet about the program, when
the next class is scheduled and
your name and phone number.

Directions for making
the cards:
Print out the pages on the last
3 sheets. Cut out each box.
Tape or paste a statement box
on a plain index card. Next,
tape or past a “do” or “don’t”
answer on a separate index
card. Match up the proper
cards and tape the two cards
together at the top, forming a
“tent”. Participants should be
able to read the statement and
then flip the card open to see if
it is a “do” or a “don’t.” If you
wish, you can use Velcro on
the back of the cards and use
on a display board.
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Do and Don’t cards

Shop at a Corner
Store

Buy a Block of
Cheese and Slice
or Grate Yourself

Buy Meat from the
Deli

Make sure you go
down every aisle to
not miss any deals

Shop at a Discount
Store

Buy Produce in
Season

Buy Food Packaged in Individual
Servings

Bake Cookies from
Recipes

Buy Instant Rice

Shop with a
Grocery List

Use a calculator to
Always Buy the
keep a total of
Least Expensive
what you are
Product
spending

DO: Buy paper
DON’T: Foods at
products,
Corner Stores tend toothpaste, soaps
to be much more
and shampoo at the
expensive than at
discount store, they
grocery stores
tend to be less than
at the grocery store

DO: Fruits and
Vegetables that are
in season tend to be
less expensive

DON’T: Individual
DO: Doing food
Servings tend to be
preparation your- much more
self tends to be
expensive. Buy a
much less
normal size and
expensive than
sandwich bags to
paying for
divide into
pre-prepared foods individual servings
yourself

DO: Baking cookies and cakes from
recipes tends to be
less expensive than
buying mixes or
ready-made
products.

DON’T: Buying
instant rice is more
expensive than
buying brown rice,
regular white rice
and converted rice.

DO: Using a
grocery list is an
easy way to only
buy what you need
and resist impulse
buys

DON’T: Foods
from the deli are
more expensive.

DON’T: “Sightseeing” in aisles
may tempt you to
buy things you do
not need

DON’T: Some boxes
and cans may have
DO: Using a
calculator to keep more content than
a total helps you others. Check the unit
prices to make sure
stick to your
you are getting the
budget and makes most for your money.
sure you are
Also if you know your
getting the most
family won’t eat a
for your money.
product, you are
wasting your money.

